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Fruit cut 2

1 of 12 Mining mining vegetables help fill flavor throughout your dish. Video: How to mince 2 of 12 Julienning Get thin vegetables with this cutting technique that's easier than it looks. Video: How to Make Julienne 3 of 12 Notch Turkey Presentation Is Everything. Learn how to carve a turkey for elegant
serving. Video: How to carve Turkey 4 of 12 Chop onions can lend a distinct undertone to many soups, sauces and stews. Chopping them efficiently will save your tears. Video: How to Chop an Onion 5 of 12 Cut Mangoes 6 of 12 Cut Peppers 7 of 12 Dicing This technique helps add texture to your food.
Video: How to gamble 8 of 12 Seed Avocado 9 of 12 Cut Cake Not Your Beautiful Icing Ruin! Different cakes need different cutting techniques. Find out which one to use for your next special occasion. Video: How to cut cakes 10 of 12 Slice Pineapple Fresh pineapple makes a sweet and healthy snack.
Find out how to cut it without hurting yourself. Video: How to cut a pineapple 11 of 12 Slice chicken Cut the chicken while it's raw and cook it in parts to save time and money. Instructions: How to Cut a Chicken 12 of 12 Peel and Cut Tomatoes Explore Health Conditions A-Z News Coronavirus Diet &amp;
Nutrition Fitness Beauty Mind &amp; Body Lifestyle Weight Loss Newsletter Promo Inside Desiree Kohan's Los Angeles Boutique, Des Kohan, you'll find a pretty delicious spread of unusual and direction designers, Hussein Chalayan and Pegah Anvarian But lately these wearables aren't the only thing
Kohan's customers come back week after week. The store owner has converted to designer, and for now, she's keeping the promising business to herself... Literally. I design dresses that can't be found anywhere but here, she says. I refuse to make wholesale. Sold exclusively at Des Kohan, the in-house
dress collection (which happens to be Kohan's best-selling line) was launched two years ago to coincide with the store opening. Inspired by friends and stylists who always pinned for less mass-looking dresses, Kohan's line delivers her own form of California couture. I think my clients really love the
collection because they know it's demi-couture, but with a ready-to-wear price. Kohan works with a couture offset to create a variety of figure-friendly cuts that have a better fit value. It's about make everyone look better than they ever imagined, she says of her slightly minimal dresses. The line is really
what's missing in American fashion- custom fit. For spring/summer, Kohan turned to a cheeky palette of royal blue and yellow with hints of creamy neutrals. The designer says she prefers to use colors that improve the materials, so that the hand of linen and its georgettes can be fully appreciated. While
the dresses across the spectrum of codes, from casual office to cocktail, Kohan has some favorites favorites make the most of versatility. My blue georgette drop-waist dress can be worn like with flats, or it can be bruised at the waist creating a 3-tier effect for black-tie. To complement her dresses as well
as the other collections in her store, Kohan collaborated with designer Annie Costello Brown to create the Des Kohan collection of hand-cut leather belts. With ancient copper hardware, each style can be worn in several ways. But so far, branching out with belts is as far as the designer is willing to go...
the single piece is just her thing. I think it makes life easy to wear dresses, she says. And from just here at the store, I know that's what women always ask for. The Des Kohan collection of dresses and belts is available from Des Kohan, 671 Cloverdale, Los Angeles, 323-857-0200;
www.deskohan.com.Desiree Kohan creates her own brand of Cali-couture. Fresh fruit is great and free fruit is even better! The cost of products can add up to the store and you can save quite a bit of money by thinking outside the strawberry. There is an abundance of fruit waiting to be eaten and people
who like to take it home. Whether you're cleaning the neighbor's apple tree or feeding the woods for fresh berries, free fruit is easier to get than you might think. Check out these simple strategies to get free fruit through the forest. Morsa Images/Taxi/Getty Images Farmers make good friends. Get to know
the farmers in your area and they can allow you to glaze (collect and collect) from their fields or orchards after they have finished harvesting. The typical commercial crop can leave bushes and bushes of food behind and it is very free fruit for a few hours of work. Did you know? Farmers left the corners of
their fields unharmed for glaring. Paul Plews/Cultura/Getty Images Grapes, boysenberries, and blueberries are just some of the fruits you can find growing in the wild. Take a foraging class to brush up on your identification skills. Then, hitting the roads in pursuit of free fruit. Keep in mind: Picking fruit from
private property without permission does not forge - it steals. Always ask before choosing. Aleksander Rubtsov/Blend Images/Getty Images Blackberries, raspberries and many other berries are easy to start from root cuttings. Find a friend who grows what you want to grow; Then, ask for a cut. Before
long, you will have all the free berries you can eat. Tip: These berries can be easy to start, but they also spread quickly! Plant them with plenty of space and be ready to choose many of the runners before getting out of hand. Darren Robinson/All Canada Pictures/Getty Images Some fruit trees are easy to
grow from seed (namely, pitched fruits like peaches, apricots, and nectarines). If you eat a piece of fruit that is particularly tasty; be sure to save the well. Once it's time it is about you can crack it open and harvest the seeds. Note: Many seeds are patented. Stay on the right side of the law by saving only
unpatentified seeds. B. Sporrer/J.Skowronek/StockFood Creative/Getty Images Do you have a lot of apples, but want some pears? Find someone willing to trade a portion of their bounty for some of yours. No fruit to trade? Find something else you can barter instead - mending services, helping with
weeds, an oil change, etc. Stephen Lux/Cultura RM Exclusive/Getty Images Many people have fruit trees in their yard and absolutely no interest in harvesting the fruit. Many of them even view the fruit as a nuisance and would be happy to see it gone. Place an ad on Freecycle or Craigslist offer to pick
the fruit and clean up all the predominant free falls. You might be surprised at how many takers you get. Tip: If you plan to use the fruit to make jams or other homemade goodies, offer to give the owner of the fruit half of everything you make. Now, who can refuse such a deal? That?
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